Colombia Is a... Controversy. A public relations campaign for Colombia that included handing out free flowers and coffee at Union Station took a contentious turn Tuesday afternoon when a group of protesters set up outside the station to attack the country’s human rights record.

The demonstrators said they oppose a pending, but long-stalled, free-trade agreement between the United States and Colombia.

But Colombia’s effort, called “Colombia is Passion,” has nothing to do with the trade pact, said Maria Claudia Lacouture, general manager of Colombia is Passion. Instead, she said, the campaign is all about promoting travel, tourism and business.

In addition to the flowers and coffee — key exports from Colombia — the effort sported hearts all over Union Station and the National Mall and invited people to “discover Colombia through its heart.”

The protesters, who included union members and environmental and antiglobal trade activists, chanted “Don’t believe their lying hearts.”

Tim Beatty, director of global strategies for the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, said he took part in the demonstration because more than 2,400 trade union activists have been killed in Colombia in the past 20 years.

“The Colombian government has a full-blown campaign to try and improve the image of Colombia, without improving the labor rights and human rights record,” he said, holding a sign that read, “Colombia has blood on its hands.”

Lacouture said the Colombia is Passion campaign is being misinterpreted.

“It is to show the world, starting with the USA, that Colombia has many things to offer,” she said, including mu-
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Banking on High-Speed Rail

New Trade Group Hopes to Capitalize on Stimulus Funds

If you fund it, they will come.

It’s a maxim that has proved to be true time and time again in Washington, and sure enough, just months after the Obama administration announced billions of federal dollars for a U.S. high-speed rail system, a new trade association has emerged to help firms get their foot in the door of a potentially lucrative new market.

See RAIL, page 10

Local Druggists Argue Over Price Disclosures

The nation’s community pharmacists are working to leverage the health care debate to force companies that manage drug benefits into lifting the veil from their typically secretive negotiations with pharmaceutical firms.

The National Community Pharmacists Association says that forcing pharmacy benefit managers to disclose more about their business practices could save patients and their health plans billions of dollars. But the Pharmaceutical Care Management Association, the PBMs lobbying group, argues that just the opposite would happen: Patients would ultimately pay a higher price for their medications.

“To the extent that the PBMs, the middlemen, are either squeezed out, or their take, so to speak, is reduced, that lowers costs for patients,” said the community pharmacists’ top lobbyist, John Coster. “You start out with a dollar and the PBM is taking a certain percentage of that dollar. If they take less, it’s to their benefit.”

See PHARMACEUTICALS, page 12
Racing Toward a Future With High-Speed Rail

“...We saw this as the perfect opportunity to go ahead and turn this into an official association and start to bring together some of the experts,” Andy Kunz, president of the newly minted U.S. High-Speed Rail Association, said in an interview last month. A majority of travel in parts of Europe and Asia, high-speed rail has long been seen in the United States as the starry-eyed goal of an idealistic but dedicated group of advocates. The only thing that comes remotely close to the 200-mph bullet trains of Japan is Amtrak’s Acela Express, which only rarely hits its top speed of 150 mph. But that changed in February when President Barack Obama signed the $787 billion economic stimulus, which at the president’s personal request included an unprecedented $8 billion down payment for high-speed rail. With a stroke of the pen, a U.S. high-speed rail industry was born.

Enter Kunz, an architect by training, an urban planner and a longtime advocate for high-speed rail who saw the opportunity to provide “help from outside the government to help organize the industry.”

The group, which officially opened for business in July, envisions a 17,000-mile network of high-speed rail lines, built in phases and scheduled for completion by 2030.

The association is preparing for its first conference, scheduled for Oct. 22-23 in Washington, D.C., where invited speakers include Vice President Joseph Biden, House Transportation and Infrastructure Chairman James Oberstar (D-Minn.) and Virgin CEO Richard Branson.

Among the sectors targeted for membership are finance, real estate development, large engineering and construction firms, and companies with rail expertise. Kunz said he receives six or seven applications a day from companies around the world, including France, Spain, Germany, Italy, and South Korea. “It’s quite amazing the foreign interest in this,” he said.

A primary focus for the association is securing additional federal dollars for high-speed rail. Kunz said the stimulus funds and additional billions pledged by the administration are a good start, but “to really do a proper national system we need to be adding more zeros to those numbers.” China, for instance, is reportedly eyeing a $300 billion high-speed rail network.

Equally important is finding a dedicated funding source for high-speed rail. “If we’re really going to dive into this as a whole new form of transportation, it has to be a long-term project and it has to have continuous funding for at least 10 or 20 years solid,” Kunz said.

The $500 billion transportation reauthorization bill is one revenue option, but rail advocates also have their eyes on the defense budget. Redirecting a “small amount” from that to high-speed rail would cut gasoline use, boosting national security, Kunz said.

However, a challenge will be dispelling the notion that high-speed rail can’t exist without large government subsidies. Kunz predicts that federal startup money will be supplemented with private sector dollars. “If the tracks are built by the government, trains can actually be run by for-profit companies,” he said.

An additional challenge will be steering clear of the policy disputes that led to the unraveling of an earlier group, the High Speed Rail Association. Joseph Vranich, a former head of the association, said it splintered after the Clinton administration redefined high-speed rail to include slower trains. “High-speed rail became kind of a perversion and started to lose steam,” he said.

Vranich predicts the new political winds will bode well for the successor to his group. “It’s probably the right time for a new trade association because the people running Washington want to spend money on it,” he said.

However, he questioned some of the proposed routes through rural states, which he said would never compete with air travel. “It makes no economic sense,” he said.

Another unresolved issue is how Kunz’s association will interact with organizations such as the Midwest High Speed Rail Association, which since 1993 has been building support among Midwest governors for a regional high-speed rail network, or the California High-Speed Rail Authority, a state agency promoting fast trains routes in the state.

Richard Harms, the Midwest group’s executive director, said he recently had a collegial meeting with the new association’s officials, but it was too early to tell if the group will be seen as an ally or competitor. “I don’t know how that’s going to work yet,” Harms said of possible collaboration.

Kunz, however, tried to downplay any idea that his new trade association was a threat to regional groups, saying they all share the same goals. “We want it to be a national focus, but at the same time it’s actually going to be built region by region,” he said.

For more information about our 10 Principles for Healthcare Reform or to learn more about RMSP visit: www.rmsp.org

“Principles for Healthcare Reform,” as the largest organization of elected centrists in the country, the Republican Main Street Partnership understands the importance of working together to find bipartisan solutions to the challenges facing our country. Few issues are as important, or as personal, to American healthcare, which makes the need for a real commitment to bipartisanship even more important.

We believe we can make quality, affordable healthcare available for all Americans, and that we can do so without tearing apart our children and grandchildren with mountains of debt. To do so, however, we need our Congressional leaders to set aside efforts to push controversial and ineffective legislation, such as the so-called “public option,” and instead focus on how to get more bipartisan support and improve the quality and affordability of care.

For Healthcare Reform,” as the largest organization of elected centrists and as a group of American’s who believe it provides a solid framework around which we can forge a meaningful healthcare reform compromise.”